Lagrange Minerals Reveals IPO Details
December 3, 2018 - Phoenix, Arizona; Lagrange Minerals Inc. are delighted to announce that all of the final
preparations are in place for the company to proceed with its IPO on the New York Stock Exchange.
This announcement confirms that on Thursday, November 29, 2018, Lagrange Minerals Inc.'s IPO filing was
submitted to the SEC market regulators by the underwriters, JP Morgan Chase, Goldman Sachs and Barclays
Capital Inc. The IPO listing date has been set to occur on Wednesday, January 30, 2019. The IPO filing seeks the
final approval of the listing date by the regulators. The company and the underwriters foresee that the IPO date
will be given approval by the regulators by the latest time of the end of December 2018. By submitting the IPO
filing documentation a full 2 months before the listing date plentiful time is available if the regulators require
amendments or additions to the filing which will then lead to the listing date to gain final approval.
The underwriting managers that have lead the filing process along with their senior analysts have stated that the
pricing of the Lagrange Minerals Inc. IPO that will occur approximately 1 week before the listing date will likely be
set around the USD $9.00 - $12.00 per share range. There is currently an extremely strong and rapidly growing
marketplace in all the areas of lithium industry investment. All parties involved unanimously agree that after
listing Lagrange Minerals' stock will maintain share prices in double digits with strong long term growth.
Today, Michael Harding, CEO of Lagrange Minerals Inc. said, "Our whole organization including the board
members, company directors, management, corporate partners and pre-IPO investors are very pleased that the
IPO documentation has been filed. It was decided to set the listing date on the NYSE at the end of January so that
the regulators will have more than ample time to approve the date in the case that any requests for further
documentation can be met."
Mr. Harding also stated, "I can today reveal that another reason for waiting until the end of January to list the
stock is for the fact that Panasonic, our corporate partner for the Argentina project, are finalizing with us to
commit a further large cash input into the project, on top of the USD $24.5 million that they invested back in April
of this year. That deal should be completed by the beginning of January and will further enhance the market value
of the company's shares. I cannot express enough the gratitude we have for our corporate backers Panasonic,
Tesla and SQM. Their hugely significant cash and logistical support have enabled our company to fast forward our
development to the point that all 3 projects are now either producing lithium mineral at higher than expected
levels or, as in the case of the Mexico project, bringing production targets years ahead of expectations."
Finally, Michael Harding stressed, "Lithium is a vital element in helping create an environmentally healthy world
for us all to live in. The use of fossil fuels must be diminished greatly in order to save our planet's eco system.
Global warming may or may not be entirely manmade but all we can do is use alternative energy sources as a
responsible solution to help alleviate the issue. Lagrange Minerals are proud to play our role in that field."

About the Company:
Lagrange Minerals Inc. controls the Salar De Sol Brillante Lithium Brine Project, located in the Atacama Region of Northern Chile, in a joint
venture partnership with SQM, The company also maintains a large lithium brine project in Catamarca Province in northwest Argentina with a
large cash backing from Panasonic Corporation. Lagrange Minerals Inc. is developing the largest lithium project in North America at Zacatecas
State, Mexico with financial backing from Tesla Inc.

For further information contact: investors@lagrangeminerals.com
http://www.lagrangeminerals.com

